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Wellington Bridge Club 
 

Director’s responsibilities and information for running bridge session  
 
Hopefully you know most of this but just as a reminder below is what should happen over a normal 
night bridge session at the club. 
 
These notes assume that you are familiar with using Scorer and Bridgepad.  Instructions for these 
are in the Directors documentation folder and on our Director’s web page.  
 
1. The building is normally opened by the grade captain (usually around 7pm).  

2. The cards will be dealt (normally at least two sets of 26) and available in managers office 
with session date to identify. The Chief Director is responsible for ensuring the correct 
number of boards sets are available.  If you have any specific requirements in terms of 
board numbers these should be discussed with Chief Director the week earlier as the boards 
are dealt at the start of the week.  Directors will decide depending on table numbers and 
speed of play the number of boards that will be used for any particular session (ideal = 24 
Tuesday, 26 Wednesday and Thursday). 

3. When you arrive identify yourself to grade captain if necessary. 

4. Turn on the PC, start Scorer and click on the event.  You can set up the rest of the details 
when you know the number of tables.  Scorer instructions are in the Directors 
documentation folder. 

5. Make sure all tables are set up with resources including player slips – these are collected 
with the money and are necessary to identify substitutes or if names do not get entered 
correctly through the Bridge Pads. 

6. Turn on the clock and set it for the time required.  14 minutes for 2 boards a round on 
Tuesday, 13 minutes for 2 boards a round on other nights.  There is a laminated sheet with 
clock setting instructions on the shelf unit. 

7. The Grade captain should make announcements at around 7.25pm.  

8. Players are suppose to be seated by 7.20pm so you can work out table numbers and set up 
table movement in Scorer programme – this timing is not always possible so check if their 
are missing individuals and that they are definitely arriving before setting up movements in 
bridge programme . It is difficult to alter if you have set up in anticipation of someone 
turning up and they subsequently don’t. 

9. The normal process once table numbers and movement is known is to hand out boards by 
7.30 to get play started – then to finalise setup in Scorer. programme and activate wireless 
connection for Bridge Pads – then hand out bridge pads – players would have likely played 
at least one hand by this stage.   

10. It is a good idea to tell the room NOT to look at the boards until you tell them after the 
whole room has been set up.  This will let you re-arrange the boards if you have the 
movement wrong of if another pair turn up. 

11. You can hand out bridge pads earlier but they will not work until you complete setup and 
finally activate wireless connection (details covered separately) If you do hand out before 
activation let players know that not activated and subsequently advise them when they can 
use the Bridge Pads. 

12. Start the clock. You need to keep on top of time and keep players moving – there are 
inevitably some slow players that need to be encouraged along and if necessary the threat 
(or actual) of play of the hand at the end of the session or penalty (on very rare occasions) 
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may be applied – note it is often helpful to say to late pairs at the start of a round that if they 
have not started the second board at least 3  minutes before the end of the round then they 
will have to play that board at the end of the session.  That makes both pairs responsible for 
catching up, so if they play slow they have in fact decided to take the play later option – 
such a option needs to be enforced. 

13. Deal with all queries in a polite relaxed manner and as speedily as possible. 

14. Break for coffee/tea around 8:35 (after 5 rounds) and allow 13 minutes (1 round of the 
clock).  Call for trays to be put away after about 11 minutes. 

15. Table money is $7 per person can be collected during round 2 and 3. 

16. Count money and prepaid cards and prizes and fill out Cash Takings spreadsheet (on the PC 
desktop). Take out money for yourself as director (non-qualified director $50, Club 
Director $60 or Tournament Director $70), and give $25 to tea person ($30 if more than 25 
tables).  If you have a discrepancy in money between what you should collect and actual, 
depending on the amount, ask the room if anyone has wrong change etc., but if not found 
then simply note the difference on the form.  Print the form and sign it.  

17. Put the money and vouchers in plastic money bag(s) and include the signed form in one of 
these.  As the slot for the safe is quite narrow, you may need more than one bag.  Put a note 
with the date into each bag. Put the bags into the small safe in cupboard in bar area.  The 
key for the cupboard is in the Director’s drawer in the office behind the photocopier. 

18. Ensure any psyche bids are recorded in the psyche register on shelf in playing room. 

19. At end of some sessions during the year a reminder to clear tables bring up boards Bridge 
Pads etc is useful. 

20. When all results are in from Bridgepads, change the Bridgepad communication channel (to 
19) to ensure no further Bridgepads communication with programme.  Then action any 
changes, adjustments etc. and follow process for obtaining results. 

21. Run the ladder and print session results and ladder (2 copies) and put on two results boards 
on wall of playing room. 

22. Print out and cut up personal score sheets for players. The guillotine is in the office. 

23. After any final adjustments (not normally any) post the session results and ladder on the 
Web. 

24. Put boards back in boxes and put back into club managers room – check all Bridge Pads are 
back on shelf (currently 36 Bridge Pads) and finally check that directors table tidy. 

25. If there are any problems queries on the night then grade captain or other directors playing 
may be able to help. Alternatively ring one of the contacts on the Director’s notice board 
behind the PC. 

26. Any general issues around the session or its operation please discuss with the Chief 
Director. 


